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Audible Studios on Brilliance, United States, 2016. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged.
170 x 135 mm. Language: English . Brand New. A radical new explanation of how life and
consciousness emerge from physics and chemistry. As physicists work toward completing a theory
of the universe and biologists unravel the molecular complexity of life, a glaring incompleteness in
this scientific vision becomes apparent. The theory of everything that appears to be emerging
includes everything but us: the feelings, meanings, consciousness, and purposes that make us (and
many of our animal cousins) what we are. These most immediate and incontrovertible phenomena
are left unexplained by the natural sciences because they lack the physical propertiessuch as mass,
momentum, charge, and locationthat are assumed to be necessary for something to have physical
consequences in the world. This is an unacceptable omission. We need a theory of everything that
does not leave it absurd that we exist. Incomplete Nature begins by accepting what other theories
try to deny: that although mental contents do indeed lack these material-energetic properties, they
are still entirely products of physical processes and have an unprecedented kind of causal power
that is unlike anything physics and chemistry alone have so far...
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Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just e ortlessly will get a
satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be e ortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM
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